Introduction {#s0001}
============

Over the last 15 years, studies have revealed that mechanical tension, whether it is externally applied or generated by the cell in response to ECM rigidity, is a major determinant of cell phenotype, sufficient to direct stem cell differentiation[@cit0001] or promote malignant behavior.[@cit0002] Although it is clear that mechanical tension can regulate gene expression,[@cit0003] very little is known about the molecular mechanisms by which tension is sensed by the transcriptional machinery.

Mechanotransduction mechanisms are mediated by load-bearing subcellular structures whose conformations change in response to mechanical stress,[@cit0004] resulting in activation of biochemical signaling pathways. Mechanotransduction pathways have been identified in adhesion and cytoskeletal structures[@cit0004] and have been shown to signal to the nucleus *via* the passage of cytoplasmic components such as transcriptional co-activators into the nucleus.[@cit0006] However, it has long been speculated that nuclear structures might respond directly to mechanical tension after its propagation though the cytoskeleton and that this response to tension may control gene transcription.[@cit0008] Recent evidence supports this hypothesis and demonstrates that the nucleoskeleton can respond to force, indicating that molecular mechanotransduction mechanisms exist within the nucleus and participate in the cellular response to mechanical stress.[@cit0010]

I-The Nucleus is Connected to the Cytoskeleton {#s0002}
==============================================

Nuclear movements have been studied in a large variety of eukaryotic cells[@cit0012] and the position of the nucleus has been observed to vary significantly during cellular processes such as cell division, migration and differentiation.[@cit0012] Early observations of these nuclear movements rapidly led to the conclusion that active mechanisms move and maintain the nucleus in the proper cellular location, suggesting a physical connection between the cytoskeleton and the nucleus.

More recently, the proteins responsible for this connection have been identified[@cit0014] and constitute the LINC (Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton) complex. This complex is composed of SUN (Sad1p, UNC-84) and KASH (Klarsicht/ANC-1/Syne Homology) family members, which are membrane proteins of the inner nuclear membrane and the outer nuclear membrane respectively. KASH proteins interact with cytoskeletal elements through their C-terminal extremity, including intermediate filaments, actin filaments and microtubules, whereas SUN proteins are connected to lamins by their nucleoplasmic tails. SUN and KASH proteins interact within the perinuclear space, forming a bridge that connects the cytoskeleton with the nucleoskeleton ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). This connection has been shown to play a central role in many processes which hinge on correct nuclear positioning. Disruption of the LINC complex affects actin cytoskeletal organization and cell mechanics.[@cit0016] For example, the LINC complex is necessary during migration, allowing nuclear movements through both microtubule and actin-dependent movements.[@cit0013] Interestingly, recent advances demonstrate the LINC complex plays a central role when cells migrate in 3D, as it participates in the formation of a pressure gradient within the cell contributing to drive extension.[@cit0020] SUN and KASH proteins also play a role during cell division, and SUN proteins have been recently reported to participate in chromatin separation from the nuclear envelope and organization of the mitotic spindle.[@cit0021] Figure 1.The nucleoskeleton responds to mechanical tension. Application of tension on the LINC complex triggers SFK-dependent emerin phosphorylation (1). This reinforces the connection between the LINC complex and lamin A-C (2). Lamin  A dephoshorylation may participate in this response. Emerin phosphorylation affects SRF-dependent gene expression (3).

Creating a physical continuum between the cytoskeleton and the nucleoskeleton, the LINC complex can transmit not only tension generated by the cytoskeleton, but also mechanical stress applied to the cell surface. In a seminal paper, the Ingber group observed that application of tensional forces on cell surface adhesion receptors resulted in nuclear envelope distortion, demonstrating for the first time that mechanical stress can be transmitted from the extracellular matrix to the nucleus.[@cit0022] Since that early work other studies have shown that various mechanical stimuli, such as stretch or compression, can affect nuclear shape[@cit0023] or can impact the organization of nucleoplasmic structures.[@cit0026] Although it has been demonstrated that nuclei experience force in various physiological and pathological situations,[@cit0027] the direct effect of force on the nucleus had not been examined until recently.

II-The Nucleus Can Respond to Mechanical Stress {#s0003}
===============================================

When a nucleus is isolated from a cell or when the actin cytoskeleton is disrupted, nuclear size and shape change drastically, suggesting that the nucleus is mechanically constrained in intact cells. But does mechanical stress regulate nuclear structure and function? To tackle this question, we recently developed a method to stimulate isolated nuclei with tensional forces.[@cit0010] In order to mimic transmission of mechanical stress from the cytoskeleton to the nucleus, we used magnetic tweezers to apply pico newton pulses of force on the LINC complex component nesprin 1. Surprisingly, we observed decreasing nuclear strain in response to pulses of force, indicating local nuclear stiffening. We found that neither chromatin, nor nuclear actin were involved in this response to force. Interestingly, both lamin A-C and its binding partner emerin were necessary for nuclear stiffening, although they seem to play opposite roles in nuclear strain.[@cit0010] Whereas lamin A-C depletion caused an increase in nuclear deformation, nuclei isolated from emerin knockdown cells displayed decreased deformation in response to force on nesprin. Investigating further the molecular mechanism of the nuclear response to force, we found that emerin becomes tyrosine phosphorylated in response to tension on the LINC complex and this phosphorylation mediates the nuclear mechanical response to force by reinforcing the connection between lamin A-C and the LINC complex ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0010] One could envision various outcomes of this nuclear response to force. This strengthening response may limit the magnitude of nuclear deformation when the cytoskeleton is pulling on the LINC complex, conferring robust attachment to the cytoskeleton and thereby permitting efficient nuclear movement and positioning. Interestingly, we observed fewer bundles of actin filaments in cells expressing phosphoresistant emerin.[@cit0010] Consistent with this finding, other studies have reported defects in actin cytoskeletal organization in response to lamin A-C depletion or LINC complex disruption.[@cit0018] This nuclear stiffening response may also protect chromatin from excessive strain, in order to preserve chromatin organization and nuclear functions. Other work has reported similar nuclear stiffening in response to flow in intact cells[@cit0030] Intriguingly, flow-induced nuclear hardening was associated with lamin A-C recruitment at the nuclear periphery.[@cit0031] Further investigations should reveal if lamin A-C recruitment in response to flow is regulated by emerin-dependent mechanisms and increased association to the LINC complex.

Additionally, we analyzed the consequences of this nuclear response to tension on gene expression. We found that expression of an emerin phosphoresistant mutant altered serum response factor (SRF) dependent transcription, suggesting that the nuclear response to force may impact gene expression.[@cit0010] This is consistent with the recent finding from the Lammerding group who showed that lamin A-C and emerin regulate megakaryoblastic leukemia 1 (MKL1, also known as MRTF) nuclear localization and SRF-dependent transcription.[@cit0032] Other work reported that lamin A-C mutation can impact YAP-dependent mechanosensing in myoblasts.[@cit0033] Together, these results indicate that the nucleoskeletal response to tension may play a central role in regulating mechanosensitive gene expression. Interestingly, Swift and colleagues reported that lamin A-C levels are regulated in response to matrix rigidity.[@cit0011] Remarkably, they observed that lamin A level scales with tissue elasticity in mice and human cells, partly due to lamin dephosphorylation and stabilization. This mechanism controlling gene expression seems to participate in matrix--directed stem cell differentiation. Applying shear stress directly to isolated nuclei, the authors observed that lamin A undergoes conformational changes in response to stress. However these conformational changes were not observed in stem cells cultured on matrix with different rigidities.[@cit0011] This could be the consequence of stress normalization due to the recruitment of lamin at the nuclear periphery in response to increased tension. Decreased phosphorylation of lamin A could result from tension-dependent regulation of a nuclear kinase or phosphatase specific for lamin A. We observed that emerin phosphorylation strengthens the connection between lamin A-C and the LINC complex in response to tension leading us to wonder whether emerin phosphorylation affects lamin A phosphorylation and triggers its recruitment to the LINC complex. Further work will be necessary to determine if tension-dependent emerin phosphorylation and lamin dephosphoryation are interlinked.

Conclusion {#s0004}
==========

The idea that the nucleus may directly respond to mechanical stress was envisioned long ago.[@cit0008] Our results and those from the Discher group support this hypothesis and show that the nucleoskeleton is regulated by mechanical tension. Application of mechanical stress to isolated nuclei reveal that emerin and lamin A-C undergo post translational modifications, which impact nuclear structure and function. In intact cells, this nucleoskeletal response hinges on mechanical stress propagation mediated by the cytoskeleton and LINC complex. Adhesion maturation, nesprin isoform expression and lamin expression may result in substantial differences in stress transmission between the extracellular matrix and the nucleus, leading to different subsets of "mechanosensitive" nuclear structures and different responses depending on the cell type. Development of nuclear tension sensors, such as those developed for adhesion structures,[@cit0034] will be crucial to determine the amplitude and frequency of the stress experienced by the nucleus in physiological and pathological contexts. Interestingly we found that emerin phosphorylation can affect gene expression. Lamin and emerin have been shown to interact with chromatin,[@cit0036] indicating that the nucleoskeletal response to mechanical stress may also impact chromatin structure directly. This may explain observations of structural changes in Cajal bodies in response to force.[@cit0037] Observation of nucleoskeletal responses to tension in isolated nuclei suggests that nuclear proteins detect and transduce mechanical signals into biochemical signaling pathways which regulate nucleoskeletal proteins. But what are these nuclear mechanosensors? Tension on the LINC complex may result in emerin extension and conformational changes, resulting in its phosphorylation with no apparent changes in kinase activity. Similar mechanotransduction mechanism have been described for p130-Cas at focal adhesions.[@cit0038]
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